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ABSTRACT
Drawing on the analogy between the linguistic

Romanization of Europe and the Hispanization of America, this paper
attempts to investigate the validity of the so-called substream
theory to account for the development and diversification of the
Romance languages. Phonetic peculiarities of Spanish in America are
analyzed, and it is concluded that substratum influences do not
adequately account for these features. Therefore, it is deduced that
the substratum theory as an explanation of the transformation of
Latin into the Romance languages is not confirmed by the development
of Spanish in America. (Author/AK)
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!:ince the sixteenth century, students of language have been

avare that the Romance languages were modern forms of Latin that

by diverzzent develoPment had become different languages. But

already in the sixteenth century, as now, Philologists were not

content simply tc record this fact. They wanted an explanation,

a cause for language change in general and for the occurrence of

different changes in different places. The explanation out forth

by many at that time was that the barbarian inva -ons that had

destroyed the Roman :mpire had also caused the corruption of the

lanRuage. But as early as 1612 it was proposed that not only

the barbarian (r:ermanic) invaders were responsible for the

"corruntion" of Latin. Cie must assume, it ..as proposed, that

when Latin was first brought to the coneuered provinces of the

Y,mr)irc, the inhabitants of those Provinces must have learned it

somewhat imperfectly, retaining s0=3 features of their native

lanjuages, especially features of Pronunciation: i.e., a foreign

accent.

That both pre-Latin languages (like Gauli3h in 2rance and

Iberian in Epain) an the languages of the later Germanic in-

vaders (the ?ranks in France, the Visigoths in f;pain) caused tho

b;a.::do7in of Latin into the Romance languages seams to have been

A ren:rally accepted ot the beginning of tan 1c2th century. Later

in the cntury it ww: clear to roost seriooz E:tudento of language

chanRe can and (;:oo.-: occur quitc without any c..-

ternal -ore3ouros, but tha idoa that linzuictic chanje bo

*Ter....1zer reau at the auflual meet1116. c 7.11e i.ssociation of
krieric:;1. Staaies (CALk6), iiarn:Jnton, 1975,
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:o:uced by contact between different languages was still re-

!ined. and the tsrms substratum and superstratum were coined to

dosignate what were assumed to be two clearly distinct types of

.Langua.7,;e contaov. Substratum and superstratum came to be defined

in terms like these: "A superstratum is an invading group that

blends into another group already inhabiting a territory and

_,peaking another language. When the relationship is reversed,

when it is the settled group that gives up its language, even

though it is numerically stronger, one calls it a substratum."

(Von ':artburg 1943) "By substratum I mean a linguistic layer

w'nich is eventually superseded by the language that comes to

predominate; in the same sense a superstratum is a linguistic

layer on ton of the Predominating language. Thus, e.g., :Celtic

is the substratum of Latin in Gaul, while Frankish is its super-

stre.tam." (Pulgram 1958) Some scholars (e.g. Blaylock 1960,

Izzo )973) have pointed out that if substratum and superstratum

are thus understood, there is really no linguistically significant

difference between them, that the only real, difference is whether

the "stratum" language was being used already in a given terri-

tory when the "main-stream" language was brought in or the "main7.

stream" language was already there when speakers of the "stratum"

isr_,T.u..ge arrived. But in spite of the undiscriminating defi-

nition and aside from the metaphorically implied layer:, ,there

s siistincticn between the two concepts, usually unstated,

oftzn r_ore or lef-a unconsciously held by scholars who seem to

with explicit clefinitioru; in terms of chronologically

c.,plict: Rocause tho substratum speakers of the Roman
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1..mPire were conquered Peoples and were, in the ordinary case,

far more numerous than the Roman administrators, merchants and

settlers who came into their territory (and from whom they

learned the Latin language), Romance scholars hold implicit in

their concept of substratum that substratum languages are the

languages of subjugated peoples who learn a new language from a

socio-politically dominant group represented by only a relatively

small number of persons. And since in the Romance - speaking

world the superstratum languages are chiefly the languages of

the Germanic invaders who conquered various areas during the

5th to the 7th centuries, superstratum language is understood

to be the language of a conquering and temporarily politically-

dominant minority. Thus as actually used, the terms substratum

and superstratum have not only a rather unimportant chronological-

geographical meaning but also an important sociolinguistic

significance which should of course be made explicit and be

clearly distinguished from the other meanings. Even more im-

7)ortant, however, is that most scholars conceive of superstratum

influence as ordinary linguistic borrowing, the voluntary, more

or less conscious imitation of words, turns of phrase, etc. of

another language: the sort of thing we can see happening under

o-Jr own eyes today (as when English speakers start using Spanish

plasa, or Pr. chaise lonFue, etc. or when Frgnch spe?hers

a-:opt from lc jazz. le weekend, etc.) But substratum

influence ic thought of as unintentional, unconceious carryover

of native lant:-.;.ac speech habits into the new lancuage. It is,

iu : ;port, imperfect learninr:, spca:ing the new lanuage with a
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,ecent--a thing quite different from ordinary linguistic

borro:ing, which linguists understand well, and more skin to

creolization, which is poorly understood.

In the Romance speaking countries of Atrope, where little

lc. known of the treLatin languages but their names and where

the first attestations of the Romance languages appear 700 to

1000 years after the presumable extinction of the substratum

lan;:uages, it is easy for substratum enthusiasts (substrato

maniacs) to attribute all sorts of sound changes to substratum

influence. (E.g., Fr. [u] > [u], as in c a > Sp. cuba but Fr.
cuve; has been attributed to Gaulish, and Sp [f] > [h], as in

-'l are > Ep..-hablar vs. Port. falar, furnus >Sp. horno vs.

Fr. four, is claimed to be due to the inability of the Iberians

to Pronounce [f], to cite but two cases out of a dozen or more.

Of course, there have also been skeptics, who have objected to

the facile attribution of sound changes to practically unknown

lan::.uages, but in most instances lack of decisive evidence has

Prevented them from making an airtight case.

Hispanization of America is in many ways analogous to

the 2omanization of P,urooe, but much of the information that

ye lack in the case of :uropean 'omanization is known or can he

folAnd out in the case of the Hispanization of Latin America.

eGnc,e;:uently it should easier to show whether important

featv.rec of the indigenous languages have survived, and it should

he -occsible to form some judgment about the validity of the

zo-called substratum theory as a cause of the changes and

1 -.1,:ri;1ficf:.tion of the !!omance languages.



There have, in fact, been plenty of attributions of Latin

Imerican peculiarities - especially of pronunciation - to the

influence of native American languages. Before mentioning any

of them, however, I wish to remark that the two best-Xnown

features of American Spanish are not and never have been

attributed to Indian influence. I refer to the general Spanish

American lack of distinction between /EV and /s/ (as in cazar/

casar, cierra/sierra) andjbetween /A/ and /y/ (as in mallatmaya).

These features are fully .accounted for in the history of

Penindular Spanish and need not detain us.

The first notable attempt to explain American phonetic

features as the result of Indian influence was the work of a

German Phonetician named Rudolf Lenz, published in 1893. Lenz

came to the remarkable conclusio_ that "in the main, the Spanish

spoken by the common Treople of Chile is Spanish with Araucanian

sounds." Lenz's opinion was accepted by leyer-LiIbke, the leading

Romance nhilolozist of his generation, who cited it in his.

influential Introduction to Romance Linguistics in 1901, and by

Otto Jespersen, who discussed it as a clinical case in his

Lrinruage of 1921.

That Lenz succeeded in convincing Kever-Lube and Jespersen,

-ho were both Generally skeptical of substratum influence, is

to the credit of his ability to present a persuasive case, not

i;c) his abilities as a HisPanist. It seems that. Lenz came to

Chile wcal trained in phonetics but with only a classroom

knoyledc of 1,:panish. He observed features in Chilean pronuncia-

tion that he had not known about, and he Presented them in .a



.:1D.:lojraph toether with facts about the conauest and

::ttle:aent of Chile which he thoui7ht had favored the survival

of 2.raueanian sz,eech habits. The chief Chilean features

-..ttributed to Araucanian by Lenz where affricated pronunciation

of /tr/ (otro, tren) , .ssibilated pronunciation of /rr/ (carro,

-)erro), and aspiration of syllablefinal 49/ (mismo, hasta,

boseue). The fact that Lenz called this last "the most notable

of all Chilean changes" and "the most curious aspect of Chileanse,,

phonetics" is enough to destroy his credibility in the eyes of

anyone. even slightly familiar with Hispanic dialectology, for

the aspiration of /s/ is common to almost half of Spain and most

of the lowland areas of Spanish America. In normal: unaffected

sPeech it is probably used by more speakers than the supposedly

normal [s]. All the other supposed Araucanian substitutions of

Phil= Spanish are also widespread in the Spanishspeaking

;orI0, occurring both in Spain and in other points in Spanish

(,merica.

anich r.nd Latin American scholars attacked Lenz's thesis

Llmost at °ace, but it continued to be cited for over four decades

until Amado Alonso in 1939 e::amined and carefully refuted every

dotail of it One cannot help lamenting the effort that was

re7luired to undo what never should have been clone in the first

)Thee.

!,raurrlian subctratum influence on the Spanish of Chile is

now a dead iscue, but there are other caces that ...re

ct4.11 rlivo, sofa) in fact newly conceived. Just ten years ago

-t") 1-isPanist and lthonatician Bartil lalmberr attributed



to Astec influence the Central Mexican tendency to trill syllable-

final /r/ (-Jarte, hablar) and to omit unstressed vowels between

Ad/ or A/ and final /s/ (lonches, rraciae). A rexican phoneti-

cian immediately countered the first by pointing out that Aztec

has no r at all, either trilled or flapped. Early Aztec borrov,.-

ings from Spanish replaced both /r/ and /rr/ by /1/ (xenola, xala

for senora and jarro). It could also have been pointed out that

there is nothing Particularly Mexican about /rr/ in syllable-

final position. I have observed it in Spaniards, Argentinians,

anft many others; and also in Portuguese.speakers from both

.Portugal and Brazil.

As for the matter of lonches etc., it is apparently a recent

innovation, for it was not mentioned in an excellent description

of Mexican pronunciation written at the turn of the century.

Moreover, it is in conflict with the structure of Aztec, which

permits only one consonant at the end of a syllable.

It has always struck me as incongruous that substratum

languages should be invoked for conservation as well as for

change: but it has been done both for Latin in Spain and for

Spanish in Mexico. Intervocalic /d/ tends to weaken and fall

in most varieties of Spanish, including the supposedly pure

varieties of Madrid and DogotS.; and /-s/, as I mentioned

earlier, is asnirated in much of the Spanish-speakir', world.

The central Plateau of Mexico, however, does not share these

tendencies. Because it preserves both /-d-/ and /-1-s/; it is

:.did that these sounds are reinforced (not merely preserved),

and the rea!;on is Aztec substratum. Aztec had /s/ but so did

,::hen Mexico waz conquered. Aztec did not have /d /,
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however, cc it it impossible to ullerstand how Aztec can be

1%sponsible Ior the allegedly reinforced /-d-/ of highland

I:exican Spanish.

There is only one area of Latin America where the assumption

cf indigenous influence on pronunciation seems at least

plausible, namely Paraguay. In that country Guarani is said

to have ecual prestige with Spanish and to be spoken by nearly

all the population. Nevertheless, even for Paraguay the alleged

influences are minor - almost trifling - and they are contested.

Bertil 7.almberg states that "Paraguayan intonation is very un-

Spanish." This is vague and proves nothing. There are con-

siderable intonational differences in Spain itself. At the

least, one would have to analyze the intonational patterns of

Guaranfspeakers who have not been exposed to the influence of

:;panish and compare them with the patterns of Paraguayan Spanish

rnd non-Paraguayan Spanish. Although the case is admittedly

quite different, we should consider how much we would be

impressed if a Polish phonetician were to tell us that the

intenation of Alberta English has been influenced by Blackfoot,

becauce it is not like the intonation of London English.

2Talmberg also claims that Paraguayan affricated pronunciation

cf /fir/ (mc.yo, parafuavoLhuve) and an alveolar pronunciation of

/t/ and /d/, ;hick he has observed)are Guarani features. The

of these :Aay be due to the conservative influence of

teach-s who (.....,Lc,efate tie distinction between vowel 0.-

vee2. (veo, .14 etc.) and vovel you 0r vowel (La2, ellE222,

c.i;c.) istinction which tends to be lost in many places,

5
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snecially among unedLcated sneakers. Or it may be a ;;;ankh

-0eTionalisr that is preserved in Paraguay, for affricated /y/

has been recorded in many other parts of the ;;Icani-sh7-speaking

::oreover, Paul Cassano has argued that early descrip-

of Guarani do not seem

in question. Hence it

to indicate that Cuarani had the

seems possible that 2panish may

have influenced the pronunciation o Guarani rather than

vice versa.

The alveolar /d/ and ft/. are also open to doubt. After

mentioning the two sounds in general, Ilalmberg seems to hedge

a little, emphasizing their alveolarity only after /r/. Since

/r/ is always alveolar or even post-alveolar (it cannot he

nronounced as a dental) there's nothing surprising or un-Spanish

about the assimilation of a following /t/ or /a/ to the same

point of articulation. And Cassano, again, questions whether

Guarani sounds could have produced the alleged effect, pointing

out that Guarani /t/ and /d/ have been described as palatal,

not alveolar, and their distribution is auite different from

that of Spanish /t, d/.

Tn sum, we find that in almost every case of alleged

substratum influence the investigator has operated with inr.

FAYFficient Imo7ledr,7e of Hispanic dialectology and /or ignorance

of the alleged substratum language, attributing to the influence

of an indigenous language characteristics which originated in

:-,.nd/or which the indigenous lanEuage did not (or does not)

Tossers. Thus we cone down from liudolf Lem's "1;nanish spo,en

:Iraucanian sounds" eichty years ago to a few almost im-

)cceptil)le chanes in -oeints of articulation which nerliaps

1(I
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(:11.t oni'r Pc hays) may be due to imperfect learning of Spanish

h-- native speakerc of indiGencus American languages.

In regard to vocabulary, the situation asems to be entirely

Ciffent, for American Spanish and Portuguese contain hundreds

of In-a= words. I cannot go into this matter now because I

have used up all my time talking about pronunciation. I want to

Point out before closing, ho-.:'ever, that even in vocabulary vie

(lo not seem to have much, if in fact 2.141y substratum influence

in the sense of involuntary persistence of native speech habits

because of imperfect learning of the new language. 'alai we

have is simnle linguistic borrowing, much greater in scale but

not different in kind from the process by which North American

ich acquired words like hictorr, pecan, chipmunk, moose,

puetrat, stunk., totem, squaw, moccasin, tomahawk, teepee.

1:::actly like the Anglo-American borrowings, the Spanish-American

borrowin.s7s cenerally are names of plants, animals, features of

the land, or of Indian culture, for which the Europeans had no

words before they arrived. In both the English and the Spanish

cases the words were adapted complezely to the phonetics of the

aropean language, and words from various Indian languages were

ado-Ited and thought of simply Indian, without distinction as

to *oarticular language; and usually the first native term adopted

,-or a thing became the nano for that thing, no matter what other

tf=r- -;;cre met (2o we call a Blackfoot house by the

":.zota 7.ovd ttr,ec and a I:exican nay refer to his E;irlfriena

1 the Que,:.hua ;.ord china.) Thus even though L:exican has a

n.,17:3er cf 1,:-,t2.c words, peculiar to it :;'lf (cc mote, pule, sinsonto,

etc.) an,1 7firuvi!:n has certain special words from

1i



r'.1..cohua, etc., the Carib or Ara .:.a:: rords canoa, caciaue, huracan,

arc used alz.ost everywhere; far from their origin

in the ;,ntilles, ac are the Aztec words tomate, chocolate,

cacao, Petatc, tcmal and the Quechua words condor, cuina, coca,

nam-)a.

It appears, in short, that native Americans, although far

more numerous than their Spanish conauerers, changed Spanish

very little, if at all, by their failure to learn the invaders'

language well, that the only items of the Indian languages that

have corn into American Spanish arc those that Spanish speakers

vol$ntarily accepted, and that therefore the so-called substratum
all

theory as/explanation of the transformation o Latin into the

Romance languat;es is not confirmed by the development of

.,paaish in America.

Herbert J. Izzo

The University of Calgary'
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